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These were the words from Steven Bartlett. Steven Cliff Bartlett is

a British businessman, entrepreneur and television personality.

Not only is he the co-founder of Social Chain and the youngest

judge to feature on the BBC One show Dragon's Den, he also hosts

and runs the Podcast 'Diary of a CEO'. In this BBC interview for

'CEO Secrets', Steven explains "that working in a call centre 

 teaches you the personal skills, the verbal skills and the

persuasive skills that I ended up needing for the rest of my life."

He continues, "even ten years later, there are tips and tricks that I
learned in that call centre that I am using in some of the

biggest board rooms in the world when we're discussing multi-

million dollar deals.  When you are a CEO, selling is everything,

Selling is persuading someone to come and work for your

business, it is persuading investors to invest their money into your

company. It is persuading clients that the thing you are trying to

sell is valuable and worth their interest, selling is everywhere."

"When I was in that Call Centre, that 16-year-old Steven Bartlett

didn't realise how transferrable and valuable the skills I was

learning would be for the rest of my life."

Many people, including some of those interviewed for this feature,

would never have considered a role in the customer or contact

centre industry. However, the opportunities that present

themselves go far beyond life in a call centre and this role is often

the gateway to many a successful and diverse career. 

"CALL
CENTRE
WORK
TRAINED ME
TO BE A CEO."
STEVEN
BARTLETT

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/business-59565973
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/business-59565973


INTRODUCTION
Contact Centre and Customer Operations are the gateway to and

the beating heart of every organisation, and require a very special

type of person; someone who has, or is willing to develop a vast

and varied set of skills which can open up and lead to a wealth of

opportunity which transcends industry functions and is at the

forefront for many business innovations and future strategies. 

It is the stepping stone of opportunity, should you wish to take that

first step and explore the myriad avenues and opportunities which

are available. Not only is it the gateway of every organisation, it can

also be your gateway into any organisation.

The team at Douglas Jackson has recently carried out a series of

interviews within the customer service / contact centre and

experience sector which we would like to share with you, to help

you understand more about what these roles may be able to offer

you in your future career, whatever that might be.

CONTRIBUTORS
We are extremely grateful to our contacts who have kindly agreed to

participate in these interviews:

Mark Billingham - Managing Director, Telco, Media & Technology, Capita

Plc

Andrea Gray - Managing Director, PPL PRS

Alex Mead - Chief Customer Service Experience Officer

Ian Parry - CEO/Founder - Future Leaders Mentoring & Utilities Expert

Kiran Uppal - Senior Digital Care Programme Manager, Global Online

Retail

Jamie Thorpe - Head of Experience Management, Ipsos MORI CX 

Russell Hutchison - Business Programme Manager, Yorkshire Water

Martin Teasdale - Founder - Get Out of Wrap Podcast

Vikki Williams - Customer Experience Officer, most recently Starling Bank

Jason Roberts - Director, Appropriate Consulting Limited

Sarah Garton - Managing Director, Accenture
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DISPELLING THE

MYTH
Perhaps you have shuddered at the prospect of

taking call after call after call. Maybe you don't like

sales, or have heard horror stories of high targets,

timed toilet breaks and long hours in a sweat

shop-like environment...

In this series of interviews, our contributors

demonstrate that it is not a dead-end job.  Far

from it, opportunities are plentiful. 

Contact centres and customer operations are at

the forefront of the digital evolution. AI, robotics,

tools and technology enable our customer

interactions, whilst the human factor has never

been more critical.  Customers are ever-more

demanding of the businesses and brands that they

allow and trust to serve them. 

Q1 What is your present position?

Q2 What would be your elevator pitch of
your current role?

Q3 Can you tell me a little bit about how
you got started in your customer/contact
centre focussed career?

Q4 What drew you to the role and what
were some of the thoughts or
misconceptions you had of the industry/job
at the time?

Q5 How long did it take you to receive a
promotion, or a different opportunity after
starting in that role?

Q6 What skills and experience do you
believe the customer/contact centre
industry offers which help people progress
their chosen careers?

Q7 What other attributes do you think an
individual needs to succeed and progress
their career if they do get an opportunity to
work in the customer/contact centre
industry?

CONTENTS

Each contributor was asked the same

set of questions:



MEET
THE
CONTRIBUTORS

Mark Billingham - Capita Experience Andrea Gray - PPL PRS

Alex Mead - Customer Service Experience Ian Parry - Future Leaders Mentoring Kiran Uppal

Jamie Thorpe - Ipsos MORI CX Martin Teasdale - Get out of Wrap

Vikki Williams - most recently Starling Bank Jason Roberts - Appropriate Consulting Limited

Sarah Garton - Accenture

Russell Hutchison - Yorkshire Water



Ian Parry, CEO and Founder of Future

Leaders Mentoring started out as Contact

Centre Manager for British Gas.

Kiran Uppal, fell in love with the retail

sector, working with customers and

managing teams. Kiran now looks after

Digital Care for an online global fashion

retailer. This includes designing and

implementing customer care journeys to

remove inefficiencies and innovating their

customer care experience.

Previously at Kantar, Jamie Thorpe, Head

of Experience Management, leads the

customer centre of excellence at Ipsos

MORI CX, a global leading market

research company.

Martin Teasdale is founder of "Get out of

Wrap", a successful podcast which he

developed from his successful career

working in and supporting the Contact

Centre industry.

Customer- and colleague-focussed, Vikki

Williams’ most recent role was as

Customer Experience Officer at Starling

Bank, the first digital challenger bank and

previously worked with Hargreaves

Lansdown, Aviva and Nationwide Building

Society.

Mark Billingham, Managing Director at

Capita, oversees 15-20,000 people in a

global outsourcer, serving some of the

largest brands across the world, he was

previously Group Customer Care & CX

Director at The Very Group, the multi-

brand online retailer. He has spent the last

25 years in the contact centre industry.

Andrea Gray, Managing Director at PPL

PRS, the UK's public music licensing

company, started her working career

working in a call centre for American

Express.

Alex Mead, Global Customer Service

Experience Officer, presently building the

customer strategy for a global financial

services broker. After what might be

described as a false start, began his

career as a Customer Services Agent for a

Water Utility company, loved it and has

never looked back.

Q1 What is
your present
position?
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After many years in retail at Dixons

Carphone, now Currys, Jason Roberts has

spent the last 15 years working as Head of

Contact Centre Operations and is now

Director of Appropriate Consulting Limited.

Whilst leading the Support centres for

Dixons Carphone, his teams won multiple

National and European awards,

particularly in the area of Colleague and

Customer Development, Jason has now

founded Appropriate Consulting, to

support clients in developing their

Customer Strategy. 

Sarah Garton, Managing Director at

Accenture leads a team of 20,000 over 47

countries, they help reinvent global

organisations by providing business

operations services to Accenture’s clients.

Accenture are a Fortune 500 company

specialising in IT and Consulting Services,

Sarah started her career in a sales and

service call centre in Milton Keynes. 

Russell Hutchison began his career in

Consumer Finance as a Control Analyst

after graduating with a Geography and

Economics degree. He joined Yorkshire

Water in 2019 as Customer Experience

Programme Manager and is now Business

Programme Manager.



Ian runs a really successful leadership

mentoring consultancy, as well as an

international podcast, probably due to a

combination of the role and what he likes

to do. He likes to help people, by

mentoring, connecting others. “Building on

that, it’s more about helping people

exceed their goals and building some sort

of community as well. Community spirit

means a lot.”

As a Senior Digital Care Programme

Manager, Kiran's role is to design the

optimum customer care journey from a

digital point of view, with a goal to remove

inefficiencies for both the customer and

the organisation and adding value.

"Organisations understand that you need

a blend of both human and virtual

assistance. Our role is to make sure that

both types of interactions are meaningful."

Jamie leads the CX centre of excellence at

Ipsos MORI, one of the largest market

research and insight firms in the world,

recognised for the fourth year in a row as

the most innovative in the industry. His

role involves the end-to-end provisions of

class-leading customer experience

programmes, role covers everything from

strategy through to delivery.

Russell describes his role as Business

Programme Manager at Yorkshire Water, 

 as “not just a collection of projects with a

common goal and a common objective.

It’s actually a bit more than that. It’s about

embedding those projects into the

business and understanding the business’
needs. Looking at pain points. Specific

objectives, which can change quite

frequently so flexibility baked into the

projects and programmes is important.

They can adapt, flex and change as the

business’s priorities change.”

Martin wanted to replicate the journey and

highlight the good in the industry and the

possibilities that exist for people, the best

way to do that is to speak to people who

are doing it right now. He hopes to expel

any negative narrative about the industry

because the vast majority is brilliant: “In a

small way I hope that Get out of Wrap

does that.” His podcast is another medium

to share best practice. He still gets

nervous doing it but feels the fear and

does it anyway!

At Capita, a global business outsourcer,

Mark looks after about 15-20K advisors

globally across the UK, South Africa and

India, whether customer contact, sales

activity, webchat or asynchronous

messaging; for some customers they offer

the whole experience end-to-end, others

partial. “We are there to support and

transform customer outcomes for our

valued customers and their customers.

We offer great MPS, great first contact

resolution and an amazing service for their

clients, which includes many of the largest

organisations and brands."

As Managing Director at PPL/PRS,

Andrea is in the music licencing business,

allowing organisations to legally play

music for employees or customers through

radio, TV, digital devices and

livestreaming. Fees collected are then

distributed back to composers,

performers, etc. It is a very different and

much broader role than previous ones, in

that she is responsible for all of the

organisation’s functions. “By purchasing

the music licence, businesses are

supporting the future of music by ensuring

the music creators are paid for their work.”

As a CX Leader, Alex thinks like a

customer in every role and life cycle stage.

“Everything I think about is what would it

feel like if I were a customer.” It is no

longer about reactive customer service but

dynamic customer experience, although

he refers to it as 'customer service

experience'. “This is before I become a

customer. Becoming a customer. I am

already a customer, thinking about every

issue from a customer's perspective.”

Customer Experience Officer  Vikki

describes herself as a custodian of the

customer experience across the business,

including onboarding of new customers

and also for collections and recoveries,

planning and performance and vulnerable

customers; a really varied role, and one

that ensures that customers are well

looked after.

Using his experience and many years in

retail as a Head of Operations, Jason's

current role is identifying the need for

change and redesigning organisations,

particularly within the commercial and

customer space.  The last few years have

provided a huge opportunity to look at how

businesses are structured as a board

advisor. Jason feels that 10 or 12 years

ago, the industry wasn’t given the

recognition that it deserved. “There is a

massive opportunity to get the message

out, real opportunity for our industry,

dealing with the challenges and

opportunities for people to play their part

and see what we can deliver across

customer and operations."

As a Client Lead, Managing Director for 

 global business Accenture, Sarah is

responsible for making sure that client

obligations are met in terms of

deliverables. HR outsourcing, finance

outsourcing, anything within the business

operations sphere. “We have just got to

make sure that clients are happy, my

people are happy, and we deliver on our

promises to both the client and Accenture

in terms of our own financials.” 
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Q2 What
would be your
elevator pitch
of your
current role?

"End-to-end provisions of class-
leading customer experience

programmes, role covers
everything from strategy through

to delivery."

Jamie Thorpe

"It is no longer about customer
service but customer service

experience, before I even
become a customer."

Alex Mead



discovered that his father had arranged a

job interview for him working as a

customer services agent for Thames

Water Utilities. He loved and will never

forget the experience, realising he had a

natural skill for empathy. “Working for a

water company, 60% of what we did was a

complaint of some sort. The other 40%

was dumb stuff like payment dates,

moving address. Surely FAQs could be

put on the back of a bill?! Nobody would

listen so it became a personal challenge to

make them. This was the sort of can do

approach that would enable his career to

evolve.

Ian was working in a job centre in a small

town. “It was my job to put the jobs on the

board. One day I saw a job working for

British Gas and something drew me to the

role.”  He was drawn by the brand initially

and the idea of working in a city rather

than a small town. The salary was pretty

good too and the idea of speaking to lots

of people and learning new things

appealed. “Really quickly, I realised I was

learning and really enjoying the role and

realised my approach to things seemed to

be working.”

Kiran had a Saturday job in retail at the

age of 16. After finishing her law degree

she went into retail full time from

Selfridges, Gucci to Michael Kors in

London, where she joined as a Store

Supervisor and left as Customer

Experience Director. "I fell in love love with

CX and operationalising sales through

service. Once I'd cracked that, other

opportunities with the online aspect of

sales and the contact centre came about. I

was used to working with a range of

stakeholders and the customer. I had to

make sure the brand vision and ethos was

front and centre. My role was to translate

our strategic goals into tangible service

actions so that we made revenue and

created loyal relationships with our

customers." 

Jamie got into the sector purely by

accident. He had been working as a chef

when a friend of the family told him about

a business in her building that was looking

for an office junior some 25 years ago. “I

knew nothing about anything, learnt at the

feet of a great man still very much my

mentor.”

With a degree in Geography and

Economics, and having previously worked

behind the bar in a pub and nightclub in

Leeds, Russell took a job in a call centre

to pay off his overdraft. When the call

centre closed after four weeks, he moved

to GE as a Customer Service Advisor on

the phones and took call after call after

call. 

Martin never saw working in a contact

centre as a career choice. He spent too

long having a good time at university but

eventually knuckled down and got a good

degree. He couldn’t find a job but had a

flat in London and needed to pay the bills,

so he replied to an advert for customer

service representatives. After a half-hour

interview on an industrial estate in

Wembley, followed by a role play on the

phones, he got the job, had five hours

training and then went straight into the call

centre, selling stationery business to

business with green screen computers. “I

nearly left at lunchtime on the first day, I

genuinely had no clue what I was doing. I

started understanding what resilience is.”

The first of her family to go to university,

Vikki went to Sheffield where she attained

a degree in English Studies. With very few

opportunities upon graduation, after a brief

stint in a factory, she joined The

Programmes Group, a telemarketing

agency. The first weeks of training were

unpaid but excellent. “It was quite surreal

to be calling CTOs to talk about their

mainframes about which I knew very little

but had received very good training for the

job in hand.”

Jason first entered the Contact Centre as

Commercial Contract Manager for a then

outsourced Contact centre, and within

days he had recognised the huge

opportunity that the team had to become

more customer focused, to work on

appropriate outcomes, rather than

transactional metrics, and power of the

Customer insights that the team held, so

began the journey to create a Customer

Hub for the business.
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Q3 Can you
tell me a little
bit about how
you got
started in
your customer
/ contact
centre
focussed
career?

Not one of  our contributors elected to get

into the customer service sector, they kind

of fell into it, more often than not by

financial necessity rather than by choice. 

While at university in Leeds, Mark needed

some money so got a job in the contact

centre at British Gas, planning and

scheduling engineers. He looked for a few

graduate jobs but was enjoying his time at

British Gas so much that he stayed and

built a career over 15 years. “I was lucky

enough to fall into a company that

provided loads of opportunities across

different segments.”

Andrea's customer-focussed career began

totally by chance. She didn’t have a job

and didn’t know what she wanted to do so

thought a temp job would at least allow her

to earn some money. She started a three-

month contract for American Express and

ended up being there for eight years.

Alex’s partnership in a Canadian software

company in his early 20s came to an

abrupt end.    On his return to the UK, Alex

"After finishing my degree, I went
from Selfridges and Gucci to

Michael Kors in London, joining as
a supervisor and leaving as a

Director of Customer Experience. "

Kiran Uppal

"The salary was pretty good too
and the idea of speaking to lots

of people and learning new
things appealed."

Ian Parry



Andrea had no misconceptions, she

literally took the job for the money. She

had no positive or negative ideas about it,

apart from thinking it sounded cool

working for a company like AMEX! This

was about 30 years ago, with limited

knowledge of call centres.

Alex went in with his eyes wide open and

didn’t think it would be much fun. He

admits that the role can be difficult but it is

such an important one as the first

experience that customers get when they

get through to an organisation, whether by

phone or webchat. “To this day I really

feel that those front line roles are the most

important. Unfortunately they are still seen

as the lowest paid and the areas of the

business that aren’t really the best roles.” 

Ian’s early roles have been the foundation

of his leadership roles. Things have

moved on but he can appreciate how hard

it is to take call after call of people in tears

or enraged: “You feel it personally but

they are talking to the brand. You can

have a pretty tough day bearing the brunt

of all those emotions.”

Kiran feels that the industry can still be

very male dominated, and sometimes we

claim to be the advocate of the customer,

but that doesn't always translate into

actions. That could be for a number of

financial or operational reasons. "But we

all have something in common, we are all

customers and we know what makes

people happy. All of my roles have had a

clear objective: to excite people, and

channel their passions into doing the right

thing for the customer. In customer

service, generally our role is to deal with

the fall out and the failure and if people

have passion in those environments its a

joy to guide them in their professional

journeys."

Jamie describes the misconceptions as

huge. The draw at the time was office

hours, but the thoughts were of boring

people dressed in grey with clipboards.

Customer experience was lots of customer

satisfaction and they didn’t then have the

capability, technology and reach that they

do now. His boss taught him an awful lot

at an early age, and that it was all about

people. “Bring your personality, make the

effort, go the extra mile.” 

Martin never saw working in a contact

centre as a career choice. He nearly left at

lunchtime on the first day, genuinely

having no clue what he was doing. He

started to understand what resilience was.

“90% plus of your day was failure and

rejection which focusses the mind on how

to get better quickly as it was pretty much

100% commission and very small basic

pay. Looking around, other people

seemed to be doing so much better so I

took inspiration from them. Those people

around me kept me sane and there was

lots of laughter.” 

Like many, Vikki didn’t really know much

about contact centres. She knew it was

new and different, so had no preconceived

ideas. She knew that she didn’t want to be

in a hard sales environment, so this was a

great opportunity to work with lots of blue

chip clients. 

Jason walked into the Contact Centre with

a perception that it was a factory floor type

environment with people with low skill

levels who weren’t really engaged in what

they were doing. He couldn’t have been

further from the truth. “I walked in to find a

group of people who all wanted to do the

right thing for their customers, keen to

progress and develop their skills and drive

change through the business.”

Sarah thinks it is a real shame that there

are misconceptions, such as no career

path and a 21st century version of the

mills. Do such contact centres exist?

Maybe, but it’s definitely not her

experience. “If the leaders get it and have

come from that environment, it’s a game

changer.”
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Q4 What drew
you to the
role and what
were some of
the thoughts
or mis-
conceptions
you had of the
industry / job
at the time?

Sarah graduated from Manchester

Metropolitan in 1994 with a degree in

French and German. All her peers were

going to work as a translator, interpreter,

work for the EU or go into teaching. But

there was very little in the way of high-

flying grad jobs. She went home to Milton

Keynes, and found a couple of temporary

jobs to pay some rent to her parents. She

spied an advert in a local paper: Do you

speak languages? Do you want to work in

an exciting international team? It ticked all

the boxes, though she’d never heard of a

contact centre. She had an interview and

became a tele business communicator

TC, working for Tectronics, soon to

become Xerox, providing technical support

for French and German customers. “I can

still fix any colour printer today, in French,

German or English!"

"Do you speak
languages? Do you want

to work in an exciting
international team? It
ticked all the boxes."

Sarah
Garton

It’s about embedding
those projects into the

business and
understanding the

business’ needs.
Looking at pain points."

Russell
Hutchison



Kiran's first promotion was at 16! She

acknowledges that she was far too young

and didn't have enough life experience but

she learnt some really valuable lessons

that stay with her today. She was given a

manager title in the corporate retail

operations team and promoted yearly

thereafter. It took her 18 months to move

from Senior Manager to Director and that

promotion really meant something. Having

to prove herself and earn a seat at the

table was invaluable. "Progression was

there if I worked for it, and when the

succession path wasn't obvious, I looked

for areas where I could prove that I was

ready for the next step."

Jamie can’t recall specifics but one

milestone is that by the time he was 25, he

was a board director responsible for all of

the client service within that business. He

found his niche in client engagement and

feels that his path wouldn’t have been

possible had it not been something he

loved.

Mark worked in a contact centre for

several years (during which he would act

as support team leader, floor walker or a

subject matter expert) before getting the

opportunity to train as a process analyst at

British Gas. He always encourages the

teams that the contact centre is a stepping

stone to be the next MD, the next big

programme manager, the next operations

manager. “When you start at the point

where you understand the customer and

are good at problem solving, it opens up

so many opportunities. It’s the start of a

journey and I would love to see where that

journey takes them.”

Having nearly left at lunchtime on the first

day, Martin soon discovered that all the

managers and team leaders were ex-

agents and that some moved after six

months. Consequently, he decided to

carry on for six months before finding 'a

proper job' and hasn’t left since.

Vikki achieved her first promotion between

six and nine months, by taking every

opportunity that came her way. She

worked hard, and became a coach, still

carrying out overtime on the phones. She

became a team leader, then a project

manager, and eventually left to work with

one of her clients, Hays DX, to set up their

Customer Sales and Service Centre.

Jason rose rapidly to the role of Head of

Development and Sales Operations that

brought together the accountability for all

support functions alongside a newly-

established Sales team; planning and

forecasting all became part and parcel,

including QA and quality management

teams, which were areas completely alien

to him so he had to adapt quickly. 

 “Frameworks were in place and the

quality of people was so good that

everyone understood what they were there

to do, to make sure that they could

improve what they were offering to our

customer whilst delivering for our

colleagues so that they were engaged on

their journey.” He recognised the need to

establish a good grip on engagement and

to make sure that they invested in the right

areas to avoid a high turnover rate by

helping people evolve and grow their

career in that entity.

Sarah describes herself as fiercely

ambitious. Within four weeks of joining,

she coveted the role of Operations

Manager and was told she needed to

understand about MI. What’s MI? She

needed to understand more, and so would

shadow people before and after work. This

probably went on for about a year before

moving on from being an agent to picking

up her first operation. It was a massive

leap for her at the time, leading a team on

a brand-new client for overflow inbound

services with brand new people who had

never worked in a customer service

environment before. It was a baptism of

fire but she loved it. That’s when she knew

that she would probably never leave

outsourcing. 

“A year is nothing at all for an

apprenticeship. Those who get on and

want to do well can progress quickly and

that is still true today. Right place, right

time, right opportunity but also put the

extra mile in, shadowing others.” She was

taught some valuable lessons in her

leadership career. At the time, she admits

to making mistakes but learnt how not to

do it and very quickly how to do it right. 
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Q5 How long
did it take you
to receive a
promotion, or
a different
opportunity
after starting
in that role?
Andrea had the opportunity to do so many

different roles, initially going up in the

contact centre to team manager, followed

by some sideways moves to project

management, hated that and went straight

back to the contact centre. When she left,

she was Head of Service Delivery, looking

after workforce planning. “I would never

have known about those roles and the

opportunities were amazing. I was offered

a permanent contract within three months

and within six months was promoted to a

senior advisor and looked after the

predictive dialler, first person to get a

certificate to run the dialler. Within 18

months or so had been promoted to

looking after a team. Like looking after

teams and driving performance through

others.”

Ian reports that it was probably a year or

so before he received a promotion. He

always showed willing to dive in and see

where it took him, realising that any

opportunity to grow was to be seized

despite how overwhelming or intimidating.

“Looking back, I wish someone had taken

me under their wing a bit.”

"I was offered a permanent
contract within three months and

within six months was promoted to
a senior advisor."

Andrea Gray

"Having nearly left at lunchtime
on the first day, I soon

discovered that all the managers
and team leaders were ex-

agents."

Martin Teasdale



Good communication skills are crucial and

although these may come naturally to

some, they can also be developed.

Practice makes perfect, and there is

nowhere better to develop these skills than

a contact centre! As part of this, Mark

affirms that you’ve got to be able to listen:

"Active listening skills are so, so

important." 

Well over half our contributors concurred

that empathy, teamwork and drive are

probably the three most important skills

required, in equal measure, in the contact

centre industry. To be able to put yourself

in the customer’s shoes is a powerful tool

for understanding and addressing the

matter in hand.

Working in a team is key, not only to learn

from those around you, but also to help

each other out through tougher moments

and to let off steam. Andrea notes that the

most successful teams are always the

ones that really work well together. "You

need to learn how to compartmentalise

and a good, supportive team can help you

to do that."

Ian states that customer service is cutting

edge and a fast track opportunity to be

exposed to all areas of the business in a

very short time. Such a pace requires

drive. And with drive comes self-discipline.

Andrea recalls this was a key skill

obtained in the early days in the call

centre, as there were so many KPIs and

targets to achieve. "Thankfully today’s
requirements are much more about the

customer experience than numbers on a

spreadsheet." 

The pace also requires contact centre

agents to be really fleet of foot and agile to

work in that environment. Mark states:

"They must be flexible and able to deal

with a huge amount of complexity. It’s a

great skill to learn."

Vikki recognises the significance of the

role to gain a vast pool of resources to pull

on, regardless of where your career takes

you. 

Mark also affirms that you’ve got to take

accountability, you’ve got to be there to

resolve things and problem solve for

customers, provide empathy and

reassurance. "Combining the three skills

translate into every single role and are the

traits of an authentic leader. You are

already at contact centre level learning the

skills to be an amazing CEO or leader.” 

Similarly, Sarah believes that working in a

contact centre environment exposes you

to pretty much the whole spectrum of

everything you could possibly deal with as

a leader early on in your career... "It

shapes you in terms of your leadership

style and lived experience of leadership

and allows you to develop a level of

emotional intelligence (EQ) which has

stood me in amazingly good stead.”

Sarah also acknowledges there is benefit

in learning to accept failure and to create

an environment where failing is

acceptable, as long as you pivot quickly to

succeed and don't give up at the first

hurdle. Resilience and humility are

absolutely critical, to help you to develop

through analysing your mistakes. Likewise

Martin advises: “Don’t be afraid to make

mistakes, as long as you learn from

them.” 

Another very important and enriching

element of the contact centre is the

exposure to a diversity of age, culture and

opinion, where everyone is treated

equally. Martin finds it abhorrent that

someone would be treated differently and

believes the industry is really good for

underrepresented ethnic groups and

gender diversity.

To this day, Martin ensures that he still

spends time on the phone, so that he can

really understand how products are

received rather than relying on data. “It is

the window of access to the whole

organisation.”
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Q6 What skills
and
experience do
you believe
the customer
/ contact
centre
industry
offers which
help people
progress their
chosen
careers?

You’ve always got to keep the customer in

mind, be it when building a business plan,

designing a service or managing your

operation; as Russell says, "if you are not

delivering a level of service to a customer,

he simply isn’t going to buy what you are

selling." The customer service team is

perfectly placed to understand what the

customer is thinking. 

The skills learned at the coal face translate

into every single role and are the traits of

an authentic leader. Jason concurs that

those skills offer "a good grounding to start

off in leadership."

"You are already, at contact
centre level, learning the skills to

be an amazing CEO or leader."

Mark Billingham

"Another very important and
enriching element of the contact

centre is the exposure to a diversity
of age, culture and opinion, where

everyone is treated equally."

Martin Teasdale

"Customer service is cutting edge
and a fast track opportunity to be

exposed to all areas of the
business in a very short time."

Ian Parry



Agents are at the forefront of technology

innovation and learn how to use cutting

edge technology at the customer face.

Some of the simpler, more repetitive tasks

are carried out by automation which

means that some roles are becoming

more complex. Trying to make both the

customer and colleague journey as

comfortable as possible is a constantly

moving feast. Martin also reflects how

much digital and AI there is in the industry

now: “It’s opening up careers for people

that weren’t there before. If you’re
interested in the future of technology or life

sciences or human behaviour and how it

integrates with technology, there can’t be

many industries at the cutting edge like we

are.

Andrea recommends being totally open-

minded to succeed and progress a career

in the industry. “Take all opportunities and

be really open to learning and listening.

Sometimes a chosen path isn’t necessary

the right one – keep your options open and

try different things. A particular role might

not be right but the industry might be or

vice versa.” One contact centre can be

very different from another (e.g. sales,

fraud, crime, public sector) so the

opportunities are diverse. 

As well as being flexible, Ian raises the

importance of mentoring and sponsorship.

“When planning for the future, if there is

someone who rates you, you can fast

track your progress. Having a mentor

outside the organisation is also pretty

handy.”

Energy is an attribute which has served

Jamie well: “It is fast moving so be active,

be proactive, take an interest. In teams the

energy is infectious. People with the same

energy levels tend to come together, use

that to your advantage. Seek to be a

perfectionist. I often challenge myself and

don’t compromise. Going that extra mile

makes people stand out. Some people will

do as asked, which is fine, but encourage

people to add value, always.”

Vikki concurs: “You have to have a strong

desire to do more, and take every

opportunity that comes your way.” Liking to

be around people is very helpful; resilience,

patience and a cheerful disposition also

really help. You don’t need qualifications,

it’s more about having the right

temperament and the skills are developed

through training. Training and development

in the contact centre is second to none,

with constant support and focus around

how to support customers in difficult

circumstances.

Continuous improvement: customer

expectations continue to rise and so there

is a constant requirement to strive to do

more, to be better and this reflects on the

individual agents as much as the company. 

You can be naturally empathetic towards

the customer and strive to provide the best

experience but you also need to work out

how to make your CEO happy!

Jason recognises the importance of

investing in the team, to drive engagement

and minimise attrition, naturally reducing

costs. He also sees it as vital to create and

invest in a strong development framework,

which highlights the many opportunities

across the business as so many

transferable skills are developed. 

He urges people not to wait to be noticed.

"Opportunity is plentiful, so make sure that

you put yourself forward. Show your

understanding and knowledge of the skills

required for your desired move and ensure

your team leaders and managers are aware

of your desire to develop and challenge

yourself. There are incredible career

journeys available and the opportunity for

everyone to demonstrate their best self,

and to grow within often very diverse

teams. 

 

After spending a short period of time within

Contact Centres, Jason recognised that his

pre-conceived ideas of the 'modern factory

floor' couldn't have been further from the

truth, replaced by an excitement that

acknowledged the variety of roles, the wide

range of skills on offer and the opportunities

to genuinely drive careers for the teams.

"Strong, positive and proactive Contact

Centres which focus on delivering great

customer outcomes provide fantastic

learning environments for all."
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Q7 What other
attributes do
you think an
individual
needs to
succeed and
progress their
career if they
do get an
opportunity
to work in the
customer /
contact centre
industry?

"“Opportunity is plentiful so
make sure that you put

yourself forward."

Jason Roberts

"Training and development
in the contact centre is second

to none, with constant
support and focus around

how to support customers in
difficult circumstances."

Vikki Williams



Mark believes that understanding the customer is fundamental to any role, whether the CEO,

Finance Director, or HR Director. "The organisations only exist because of the customers that you

have. If you build a career understanding the customer and how they feel, understanding how to

solve problems for that customer and being a champion of the customer within the organisation, it

can move you in so many different directions. You’re also using systems, tools, and techniques

that could take you into an IT or digital job; you’re certainly building skills being part of a team

and supporting a team that can move you into a people job or other support-type roles (e.g.

training, quality). "Nobody should underestimate just how being part of that contact centre team

actually allows you to learn a plethora of skills that can be applied into different places."

If you find yourself in the industry, Martin encourages you to be proud of it. “Early on in my

career, I would tell people the brand I worked for but not necessarily what I did or where. Now

you can say: "I  work in a contact centre, working with all types of technology and providing a

great service to our customers." If you find one that’s not great, move. Flexible working, four day

weeks, working from home, it’s output based, so if your output’s great, you’ll find more flexibility

than people believe.”

Vikki finishes: “Don’t write off contact centres as a career choice! There is so much opportunity

and diversity, I would recommend it to anyone.”

So, be open minded and you will quickly realise their value and recognise the myriad life skills

and opportunities that a call centre can provide.
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"Don’t write off contact centres as a
career choice! There is so much

opportunity and diversity, I would
recommend it to anyone."

Vikki Williams
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